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ON SOME R,AMSEY TYPE PR,OBLEMS
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SCIENCES

2ioranypairof trees?m and
Abstract. Awell-knownconjectureiethai r(?.,7-) <n+n?a with m aud z verticee respectively. Support for this conjecture will be given in the cue when
Tn = Pn, a path with z vertices. Bounds, and in some caeg exrct resulta, will be determined
for the Ramsey numbere r(Pn,T*) atd r{C2-^,7*), where C2. denotes a cycle with at lemt
n vertices,

1. INTRODUCTION.
In this paper we shall only deal with graphs without loops and multiple edges. Notation
wiII generally follow that found in [BM]. A path of length n - 1 (that is, of n vertices) will
be denoted by Pp, a cycle with n vertices by C2, and a cycle with at Ieast n vertices by
C>r. By ?, we will mean a tree with n vertices.
- Most of the results of this paper are motivated by the following conjecture.

;' CONJECTURE.

Given an atbitrary tree Tn on

n

vertices and another tree

T^ on m

vertices, then

r(To,T^) Sn*m-2.

'

This conjecture would follow immediateiy from a conjecture of Erd6s and S6s, [S],
which states that if the average degree of a graph G, is strictly greater than & - 2, then
the graph contains all the trees on k vertices.
Indeed, assume that the Erd6s S6s Conjecture holds. Let r : n* m - 2. Since the
average degree in a graph Gr and its complementary graph G, i" r - 1, either the average
degree ofGT is strictly greater than n-2 or the average degree ofthe complementary graph
is strictly greater than m-2.1r1the first case the graph contains the prescribed ?n and in
the second case the complementary graph contains the prescribed ft.
The Conjecture is easily verified when the fteeTn is a star So of order n. The aim of
this paper is to prove the Conjecture in the other extreme special case when 7, is a path
Pn on n vertices. Parallel to this we shali prove an analogous result for the case when ft
is replaced by C>n (i.e, to determine the Ramsey number r(Csn,T*)). We wiII show that
r(C>o,T*) < n + m- 2 for most values of m and n. Since

r(P",7*) I r(C>n,Ta),
*This reeearch is partially supported by ONR researh grant No. N000014-88-K-0070
**Thie research is partially supported by NSA reaearh grant No. MDA 904-89-H-2026
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it follorvs immediately that r(Po, ?p) 1 n * m - 2. Therefore, from this point on we will
consider cycles C2, instead of a path Pe.
.Further, w9 wil] discuss some cases when the Ramsey number r(C2n,Tm) becomes
noticeably smaller than n * m - 2, depending on the structure of ?-. TJdo this we need
additional information about the tree. For any given treeT6 there is a vertex two'colouring
that has o vertices in its first color-class and D vertices in the second class with (6 2 o).
Thus 7- C Ko,b, and a and b are called the bipartite numbers of the tree ?-.
There are several standard constructions, each describing a RED-BLUE coloring of
a .I(,p without having a RED Cya and without a BLUD ?*. We next describe these
constructions, each of which gives? bound that is exact for special classes of trees.
CoNSTRUCTION 1. N

: m+

L(n

-

1)/21.

Let,

m and n be positive

integers,

->L("-r)12).
Take a complete graph on m - 1 + f(n - L) l2), and fix l(n - t) lZ) vertices of it. Join
each of these f(z - l)12) vertices to everything else in RED, and letihe remaining edges
graph
be

BLUE. This

contains no RED

CONSTRUCTION 2.

C2n,

and no

BLUE Ta.

N:n*o- 1. Let o 4b 4 n.
n*o-2 veftices and join a fxed

Take a complete gaph on

to all the other vertices in BLUE. Let, all of the remaining

set of

edges

a*L of these vertices

be RED.

- 1. Let b 1n.
- 2 vertices and partition the vertices into two sets witl
Color the edges in these two disjoint 6 - l-sets RED, and the edges between

CONSTRUCTION 3.

N:

26

Take a complete graph on 2b

- 1 vertices.
them BLUE.

D

CONSTRUCTION

4. N:m*n-2.

Letm) (n-Z)2 +2.

Cdor the edges RED in an edge disjoint union of l**1 + L Kn-r's that span the
Km+n-s, (if (" - t)l(- - 2) then they will also be vertex'"diijoint) and suci that the RED
Kn-r's form a forest. Color the remaining edges of the KTa1.a-g BLUE. This colouring
lras no RED C>o and no BLUE S*. (The BLUE graph will contain the other trees with
m vettices.)

2. CYCI,E - TR,EE RAMSEY NIIMBERS.
We will consider the Ramsey number r(C;.n,Tp) for'all possible values of m and a.
The proof will be broken into many cases. Seieral lemmas will be proved to simply the
proofs of the main theorems. Also, we will always assume that the cycle color will be RED
and the tree color BLUE.

THEOREM L. If n2m,then

r(C2o,T*)1m*n-2.
PR,OOF: The proof will be by induction on n * m. Suppose the result is true for all
pairs of positive integers whose sum is less than n * rn. Two-color the edges of a lf1y for

N:n*m-2.Theresultistrivialforsmallvaluesofm,infactforrn(4andanyvalue

of z. Thus, we assume that 5 ( m ( z. We can also assume that we have a C2-1 in RED
by induction. Let U be the vertices on the cycle and V the vertices not on the cycle. Thus,
7 has m - 1 vertices. Assume the tree ?- has bipartite numbers a and b, with o ( D, and

a* b:

m.
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Note that each vertex of Y is not adjacent in RED to two consecutive vertices of the
cycle, and thus there are at most (n- t)/2 RED adjacencies from a vertex in y to the
cycle. This will enable a Iarge BLUE bipartite graph fo be built between the vertices of U
and Y, and we will use this to build a BLUE tree T^.

Case7. bSl("-r)121.
In this case we will build the tree with b vertices in the cycle and a vertices not on the
cycle. Root the tree ?* on the side wiih a vertices, and arbitrarily place this root on some
vettex u in Y' We will describe a procedure for finding a vertex ruln I/ which is adjacent
in BLUE to u as well as being adjacent in BLUE to an additional appropriate numter of
vertices of V to insure that the subtree containing t, and u., and all of-the neighbors of to in
?p-is in,t-he BLUE_ graph. we will continue to build the tree in steps by adding appropriate
paths of length 2 (or of length I if tr has degree l). Assume some steps (po"";uiy 0i have
been taken to extend to the tree_ ?', that is a subtree of ?p, and that we .r" ."idy to
extend the tree from the vertex u, in lz (if 0 steps have been taken, then u, : o).
, Note that for any pair {*t,-z}
-gLuE-ioof consecutive vertices ol cn-t that are not part of
the tree ?', u' is adjacent in
at least one of these vertices. Note also that L1 and
ur2 cannot have a common red adjacency not on c2-1, for in both cases a RED co would
result. Therefore, either uL or uz has at least l(m- L)12] > a BLUE adjacencies in y. If
v' is adjacent to both u1 and tr2, then the tree can be extended, so we assume, without
Ioss of generality, that u'is adjacent in BLUE to u.r1 and in REfj to t z, and .r,1 h* 1".,
than a BLUE adjacencies in I/.
If we consider the next two pairs of consecutive pairs of vertices on C2-1 that are not
in ?', then the.same patter. of RED and BLUE edies from u' must u*i"i. Thrr., .we can
again assume with no loss of generality, that there is i pair of vertices
{r1 , c2 } ot Cr_1 (r1
precedes z2 just as tu1 precedes tr:2) such that ur is adjacent in BLUE io ,1 u"d in nED to
o2, and c1 has Iess than o BLUE adjacencies in I/. Hence, u'is adjacentin RED to both
!z_a!d w?, and c1 and ur1 have a common RED adjacency, say u*, in y. However, these 2
RED paths of length 2 containing u' and u* can be used to extend the length of tie RED
cycle C2-1 by 2. Since this cannot occur, we can assume that the subtree Jan be extend.ed
to conJain tl and it's neighborhood in 7-. Note that three pairs of vertices on cn_r are
needed for this extension to be completed; however, if ur has degree 1 in ?p, then o"ly orru

pair of vertices on Ca-1 is needed.
. Sl""g r(Co,P^) < n+lmlzl - l for m even [FLpS], we can assume when m is even
thgtT^
is not a P-. Hence, there must be at least two vertices of ?- of degree 1 on the 6
side of the bipartite structure. In the procedure for building the tree, ih" ,".ti""" of degree
1 that are to be on the b side wili be built last. Note also that if n is even, then alfter
the first step of the tree buiiding procedure, one vertex of cn-r has been usej, and there
are still (n z)lz pairs of consecutive vertices of cn-1 availatle. Thus, independent of
the parity of- n, there are always effectively l(n - t) l2) > 6 pairs of consecutive vertices of
c2-1 available for building the tree. Therefore, the tree
b" brilt and the proof of this

"u,

case is completed.

Case

2.

?he remaining possibilitg.

By induction we can assume that l/ either contains a RED ciin_r)/21+l or a BLUE

Tm-l(n-t)/zl.

First consider the subcase when l/ contains the RED cycle. There can be at most
three independent RED edges between the two RED cycles, ior otherwise there would be
. RPP
Therefore there is a complete blue bipartite graph Kn_4.11r_,1721_2. It is
-C>2.
straightforward
to show that any fieeT^ can be obrained using tti"-lii|'riitii!"upi, and
the fact that there is a BLUE star ^9p. Some care must be taken wherrthe tree is neariy
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balanced {o= l(n-l)12-ll
or f(z* l)lzf ,or very unbalanced (6: n-1, n-2 or n-3).
Next consider the case when 7 contains a BLUE fiee T^_y1n_1)/zl . We will modify ihe
procedure of the previous case to build the tree Tn in BLUE from the fiee T*_y1o_11121.
Let I be the vertices of l, that are in the subtree constructed up to this poi"t) and'l.it
V2 be the remaining vertices of Y. If we want to extend the tree from a vertex u and u is
adj acent in BLUE to a vertex of V2, then we add that edge to the tree. If this is impossible,
then u is adjacent in RED to all of the vertices in V2. When this is true, we will use an
appropriate vertex of C2-1 and extend by paths of length 1 or 2 as appropriate.
Consider a pair {u1, ri.r2} of consecutive vertices of Cn-1 not in the constructed protion
ofthetree. WecanassumethatuisadjacentinBLUEtour. If tr1 isadjacentinBLUEto
all of the vertices ofV2, then the tree can be exteuded to contain tu1 and the neighborhood
of the vertex that it represents in ?*. Hence, we can assume that ur1 is adjacent in RED
to at least L vertex of 72. Also, u must be adjacent in BLUE to u2, for otherwise, the
RED cycle Cz-t could be extended. A repeat of the previous argument gives that u.,2 is
adjacent to at least 1 vertex olV2 i RED, and this adjacency is distinct from any RED
adjacency of u1. Using o,lul,tuz and a pair of vertices of.V2rthe cycle RED Cp-1 can be
extended. Since we assumed that this could not occur, we can continue to build the tree.
This completes the proof of this case, and the proof of the Theorem 1. !
Some lemmm will be needed in the determination of the Ramsey number r(C2n,Tp)
for m ) n. The first lemma, in a slightly more general form, can be found in [EFRS]. In
this lemma and in what follows, by z suspended path of. a graph we will mean apath with
at least 3 vertices in which all of the interior vertices have degree 2 in the graph. AIso, the
core

of a tree is the subtree obtained by deleting the vertices of degree 1 of the tree.

LEMMA L. If Tn is a tree with n

veftices that does not contain any suspended path of
length greater than s, thenTn has at least nl(2s) endvertices.

PROOF:

Leb Tp be the tree on p vertices obtained from ?, by replacing each suspended
path by an edge. Thus, p ) n/s, since there are no more than s * 1 vertices in each path.
In ?, each vertex has degree either 1 or at least 3, so there must be at least pfZ ve*ices
of degree I". Therefore, 7, has at least pf 2 Z nlQs) vertices of degree 1, which completes
the proof_of Lemma 1. I

Our next objective is to verify for n fixed and m sufficiently Iarge lbat r(Csn,T*) <
m + n - 2. However, to do this we will need approximation results that will alllow is to
effectively use induction type arguments. The next two lemmas are results of this type.
The upper bounds in each of the lemmas have an effect on the range of m stated in Theorem
2. However, since the range for m stated in Theorem 2 is not sharp but is determined by the
proof techniques used in this paper, the objective in the next two lemmas and in Theorem
2 is not to insure that all of the bounds are as sharp as possible, but that they are ol the
correct order of magnitude and that the range for m is the correct order of magnitude for
the proof techniques used.

I,EMMA 2.

For

PROOF: Let i[:

m,n ) 3, r(C;_r,T*) <

2m*2n-

2m

7, and suppose

l2n -

7.

that a K1,. is 2-colored such that there is no

RED C>n and no BLUE ?p. If there are i[(n-2) RED edges in Xry, then by successively
deleting vertices of RED degree at most n - 2, one obtains a RED subgraph of minimal
degree n - 1. This would imply that there is a RED C;,r, so we can assume that there
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is-less.than
9!ge1

lr(l - z) RED. edges. The same

argument implies that the number of BLUE
contradiction, since .r[(n - 2) + N(m- z) <
1)/2, which compleies the proof of Lemma 2. I

in K7v is less ihan N(m -2).

ff(nf -

This- gives a

LEMMA 3. f'or positive integerc m

and

n, r(C>n,T*) 1

rn

+

6n2

-

Zn.

PROOF: The proof will

be by induction on n+ m. The result is trivial for z ( 3, and
by Lemma 2 we can assume that rn > 6n2 - 4n * z. we proceed by induction on n + m.

- -Inprovingtheupperboundfor r{c>n,Tp) fourcaseswilibeconsidered: r) fthasa
vertexadjacentto nverticesofdegree1, 2) ?-hasnindependentendedges, g) T*
has.a suspended path with z* 2 vertices, oi
4) ?_ has'2n vertex disjoi-nt'suspendeJ
paths.
"
The above four cases exhaust all of the possibilities. If neither 1) nor 2) is satisfied,
then there are at most n- 1 independent end edges and no end edge is Jdiacenl to n- 1 end
edges-. Thus, there are ut
Tg.-t (z - l)2.vertices of degree 1, and at -o.1 1r, - 1)2 vertices
that have degree at least 3.
If neither'3) nor 4) is satisfied,-then there are at most 2n - 1
suspended paths with as rnany as 4 vertices, since by selecting appropriate subsuspended
paths of these ulong" paths you can insure vertex disjoint"".r. L"f ?,-be the tree with m,
vertices obtained frorn T* by replacing each of the "long, suspended paths by an edge.
Thus m' I rn - (2n - 1)(z - 1), and u[ of the suspend"a"p"tt"'if 7i rJ* r""gi], at mJst
2. If none of 1), 2), 3), or 4) is satisfied, then by Lemma l, mtlez) S (z _ f)2. Therefore,
m< 4(n- f)2+ (zn-L)(n- 1) < 6n2 -Zn,andw".srrm"d'ti,u[tnir**not true.
Let trf : m l6n2 - ZJ-r, a1d 2-color a r{ry. we will assume that there is no RED cy*
or BLUE T*, and show that this leads to a contradiction.
case

7. T*

has a tsertez that is odjacent to at least n tertices ol degree L.

If each vertex has RED degree at least n - 1, then there is a RED c;,r. Thus, we can
assume that there is a vertex u of degree at least try' n* 1 in BLUE. Gi tu be a vertex

-

of ?p- that

r5 adjacent to a maximum number of vertices of degree 1, and iet
be the
tree obtained from ?m by deleting the vertices of degree 1 adjaceit to tu. By the ",
induction
there i-".a BLUE copy of ?' in the blue neighborlood of o. Replace the vertex
' representing ru in
-assumption,
this BLUE copy of ?' by u, and we obtain a BLUE ?m. This completes
.

the proof of case

-Case

2. T^

1.

has

n independent end edges.

By the induction assumption-there is a RED cp-1. Note that each vertex not in ca-1
is adjacent in BLUE to at least l(n-t)/z] vertices if co-r. Let ?* be the tree obtained

from_?* by deleting n endvertices incident io independent
I., K.iy - co-1 there
"dg".. the vertices
7: in BLUE induction. Let t/ be the vertices of f- ".rd
adjaceii-to
deleted
ffrorn
" ?l1, and Iet by
V be the vertices ol K 7,7 - Tr .
If there is a BLUE n-matching between {I andv, we have a BLUE ?p. If not, then
by,Hall's
lheor,e1n [H], there will be a subset s of u with a BLUE nuighborrhood in y of
order less than lsl- Atso, lsl 2 l("+ 1)/21 , because ca-1 is in v. This"implies the vertices
oI 5 are adjacent in RED to at least-.lr - m >_ lt" + l)/21 common vertiies. This gives a
RED KJlz+r;7 21,1@+t)12), and completes the proof of i:asJ Z.
Case

3. Ta

has a suspended path

P uith at

least

n*2

oertices.

Let 7* be the tree obtained fromTa by shortening the length of the suspended path p
by 1. Then, by induction, if there is no RED c2r, there mustie a BLUE copy of ?*. L"t
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Lr be a set of n * I consecutive vertices on the shortened suspended path. Also, there are
at least 6n2 -2n vertices not on this tree ?*, which we will denote by Y. Each vertex u of

v is adjacent in RED to at least nf2 veftices of u. consider the RED bipartite subgraph
induced by the sets u and v. successively deleting vertices of t/ that do not have RED
degree at least nf2 relative to Y and also deleting their RED neighborhoods in I/ will result
in a RED bipartite graph between a subset of U and a subset of I/ such that each vertex
has degree at least nf z. lhis clearly yields a RED c>r, and completes the proof of this
Case

l.

T*

has 2n tsertez d.isjoint suspenrleil paths

Let ?+ be the tree obtained from ?p by shortening the length of each of these 2n
P by 1. By the induction assumption there are two vertex disjoint RED
Cg-tt and a vertex disjoint BLUE 7*. If a vertex not in any of these three graphs is
adjacent in BLUE to two consecutive vertices on one of the "shortened" suspended paths
of ?*, then that path can be extended. Do this for as many of the suspended patls as
possible. This will yield a BLUE ?' that can be obtained from ?p by shoriening by I some
suspended paths

r(

2n suspended paths.
ll r > nf2, then select lnl2] of these shortened suspended paths, and let [/ be a set
of vertices that conta^ins precisely a pair of consecutive vertices from each of these paths.
There are at least 6n2 - 4n vertices not in ?' and the two RED c2-1, and we wijl denote
these vertices by 7. Each vertex o of Y is adjacent in RED to at least nf2 verttces of tI.
Consider the RED bipartite subgraph induced by the sets U ar,dV. Successively deleting
vertices of U that do not have RED degree at least nf2 rel,ative to Y and also deleting theii
RED neighborhoods in v will result in a RED bipartite graph between a subset of u and a
subset ofY such that each vertex has degree at least nf2. This clearly yields a RED cy2,
which takes care of the case when r > nf2.
If r < nf2, then we can extend these suspended paths to obtain a maximal subtree of
ft using ouly the vertices in the two RED c2-1. Let {x1,x2} be two consecutive vertices
on one of the r suspended paths that has not been extended, and let {Wryz) be two
consecutive vertices on one of the RED C2-1 but not in the maximal subt""". To avoid
extending the BLUE path and the RED cycle, the four edges between
{q,rz} and {y1,92}
must form a RED matching and a BLUE matching. The same occurs betweeri {zr,;;}';;a
a pair of consecutive vertices on the other RED c2-1. However, these two RED maichings
and_the two RED c7-1 give a RED c2o-2. Since there is no c;,r, each of the suspende'd
paths-can be extended by using an appropriate vertex from one or th" Ren cr-1. This
completes the proof of this case and of Lemma S. I

The proof of the next theorem will use the approximation result of Lemma 3 to insure
iarge subtrees of the desired tree. Also, the paliern of the proof is identical to that of
Lemma 3. only the arithmetic is different. Thus, we will leave out most of the detail.

THEOREM 2. If m >

4}2no

-

n2, then

r{C>*n,Ta){m*n-2.
PROOI: Similar to the proof of Lemma

3, three cases will be

considered: 1) ?,

has

a.vettex adjacent to 6n2 vertices ofdegree 1, 2) Tahas 6n2 independent end edges, or
3) 7- has a suspended path with 622 vertices.
The above three cases exhaust ali of the possibilities. If neither 1) or 2) is satisfied,
then there are most (on2 - r)2 vertices of degree 1. If 3) is not satisfied, then by Lemma 1

t02

there are at most ml(Z(Anz - 1)) vertices of degree 1. If none of 1), 2), or 3) is satisfied,
then m I 2(6n2 - 1)3, and we assumed that this was not true,
Let .lY = m + n - 2, and 2-color a K1y. We will assume that there is no RED Cla or
BLUE ?*, and show that this Ieads to a contradiction. The proof will be by induction on
n and not on n + m as was done in the proof of Lemma 3. For n : 3 the result is trivial,
since a graph with no C2s has no cycles. Thus, we can assume that n > 3 and proceed by
induction.
Case

7. Ta

has

a oertec that is odjacent to at least 6nz uerticee ol degree

l.

The proof of this case is identical to that of Case 1 of the proof of Lemma B, except
that instead of applying induction to obtain the nlarge' subtree, Lemma 3 is used to insure
this subtree.
Case

2. T6

has 6n2 independent

enil

edges.

Likewise, the proof of this case is identical to that of Case 2 of the proof of Lemma 3,
except that instead of applying induction to obtain the olarge" subtree, Lemma 3 is used
to insure this subtree.
Cose

3. Ta

Let

has a suspended path

P with ot

leostGnZ aertices,

?*

be the tree obtained from ?m by shortening the length of the suspended path
1. Then, by Lemma 3, if there is no RED Cyo, there must be a BLUE
copy of ?*. Find a BLUE tree ?' euch that the length of this suspended path is extended
as much as possible (up to the length of the original path). We car assume that ?, has

P by 6n2 - n -

orderm-rforsomer>0.Ifr)2n2rthentheremainderoftheproofisjusttheaameas

that of case 3 of Lemma 3. If r < 2nz,then note that the suspended path in the tree ?,
has at least z2 vertices. Also, there is a set X of n vertice. ooi i, the hee ?r. Because of
the maximal length of the suspended path and each of the vertices of X is not adjacent in
BLUE to two consecutitive vertices of the suspended path and is not adjacent in BLUE to
more than n - 1 vertices on the path. This implies that the vertices in X have at least n
common RED adjacencies on the suspended path. This completes the proofofCase B, and
of Theorem 2. I

If more is known about the structure of the tree, then more can be said about the
Ramsey number r(C2orTr). The following two theorems are improvements of Theorems
1 and 2 for appropriate ranges of n and m, when something is known about the bipartite
numbers of the tree.
THEOREM 3. I{Tmis atreewithbipartitenumberc o andb = tn-a, a <-b,
n 2, a(m

-

and

2) + 2b, then

r(C>o,T*)=n+o-]-.

PROOF: Since r(C>o-6,7*) 1 n * a - 1 by Theorem 1, we can assume that there is
a RED C6 but no C111 for some n-b 1t < n in the 2-colored Kn+o-t.Let Y be the
vertices not on the cycle. If any vertex u from I/ is adjacent in RED to as many as m - 1
vertices, on the cycle, then there is a complete BLUE subgraph with m vertices (the vertex
o and the m - 1 vertices that are successors along the path of the m - 1 adjacencies of u),
for otherwise the RED cycle could be extended. Therefore, for a selection of a vertices of

v there are at most o(m - 1) vertices on c1 that are adjacent in RED to one of these o
vertices of V. Thus, there is a complete Ka,t-a(m_2) in BLUE. Since t - a(m*Z) > b,
there is a BLUE ?-. Construction 2 gives tlit ihe uriion of a Kn-r and a Ks_l contains
o-u C>o and the complement contains no ?p, so r(C>o,Trn) Z n* a
- 1. This completes
the pioof of Theorem 3. I
.

Since

/2 > a(m-2)+2b for the

immediate ^2
corollary.

o, D, and

m

)

4 of Theorem J, we have the following

COROILARY. If Tn is a tree with bipartite numbers a
n>m2f2,then
r(C>o,Ta):n*o-t.

and b

= m- a, a 1b,

and

The graph Km-tU Kp1z1-r of Construction 1 contains no tree Ta, for m > lnlZ] t
and the complement of this graph contains no C2z, and so r(C;,r, T^) 2
t.
lnlll
^+
In Theorem 4, equality will be shown to be trueivhen m is sufficiently large and th" t.ue
ft does not have a vertex of extremely large degree. On the other hand consider the case
when 7* has maximum degree /c > m- lnl2). Let G be a graph with /c+n 2 vertices
that is the union of l(k-l)lb1)l +l copieJ of a Kn-1th;t a;e either vertex disjoint or
have precisely one fixed vertex in common. Note that if (n 1)l (/c 1), then G is a disjoint
union of the K6-1's, and the remainder of ,t - 1 when divided by n 1 will determine the
number of K2-1's that share the fixed vertex. The graph G does not contaia a c;,o, and
the complement of G does not contain a vertex of degree ft, and hence no ?p. Thiigives a
lower bound r(c2n,T*) ) k + n - L > m* l"lzl - I. Even this rast .*u.rrpi" do". ,r6t giu"
a sharp bound for the Ramsey number for all cases when there is a vertei of large deg-ree.

THEOR,EM 4. Let T*

be a tree

with maximal degree k < m -

Bnz

. Then

for m

)

4J2n6,

r(C>o,Ta) = m* ln/21 - t.

PRooF: A

lower bound for the Ramsey number has already been described. In proving the upper bound f.or r(csr,T^) three cases will be considered: the tree has a Iong
suspended path, many indepindent end edges, or a vertex of large degree. Let 1{ :
m + lnlz]
- 1 uli 2-color a K;y. We will assume that there is no RdD Cj* or BLIJE Tm,
and show that this leads to a contradiction
Case

7. Tn

has a suspended path of length

at least 3n.

Let ?* be the tree obtained from ?- by shortening the suspended path by lnlzj + |
vertices. Then, by Theorem 2, if there is no RED C;,r, there-must be a BL-UE i:opy of
?*. Lengthenthe.suspendedpathof ?* asmuchaspoisibleshortof thedesiredt"ngilto
obtain the tree ?'. The suspended path, say P, in it has length at least Sn
- lnll) - l.
Also, there are at ieast [n/21 vertices not ou this tree Tt, which we will denote by y. If
a.rty vertex r., of I/ is adjacent in BLUE to at ieast n vertices of the suspended path, then
there is a RED K, that contains o and n - 1 successors along the path of the adjaclncies
of o. Thus we can assume that each vertex of v has at rno.t ,
- 1 adjacencies in BLUE
on P Thus any pair of vertices of Y will have a common RED adjacency on p among any
set of 2n - 1 vertices. This implies that in a greedy fashion one can build a cycle of lengtl
2lnl2] in the bipartite graph between P andV. TLis completes the proof inbase 1.
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Cose

2. Ta

hos lSn12)

-

L independent end edges.

First find a disjoint union of RED cycles of total length at least n, and each of maximai
length in the order chosen. This choice is made so that they contain at most 2n - 2 vertices.
Der.rote these by I1. Each vertex not in f/ is adjacent in BLUE to at least f n/21 vertices of
Il, because of the maximality of the cycles in I{. Let ?+ be the tree with m* lnlzf -3n+L
vertices obtained from fi by deleting 3n - 1 - [n/21 vertices incident to independent end
edges. In Kx - E there is a 7* in BLUE by Theorem 2. Let tl be the vertices of ?*
adjacent to the vertices deleted from ?-, and let Y be the vertices ol K17 -T*.
If there is aBn-t-ln/21 BLUEmatching between U arrdV,wehaveaBLUE?m. If
not, then by Hall's Theorem [H], there will be a subset ,S of U with a BLUE neighbourhood
in Y of order less than lSl. Also, lsl >_ ln/21, because IJ is in V. This implies the vertices of
.9 are adjacent in RED to at least fn/21 common vertices. This gives uBED Kyn1z1,yn1z1,
and completes the proof of this case.
Case

8.

The remaining possibilities

Since there are no suspended paths oflength 3n, by Lemma 1, the tree ?p has at least
Since the number of independent end edges is less than 5n/2,

ml(6n) vertices of degree 1.

there is a vertex of ?* that is adjacent to (nl@n))l(5n12) : rnl$5n2) vertices of degree
1. Let u., be a vertex of ?- that is adjacent to a maximum number of vertices of degree 1.
Let ?' be the tree obtained from ?p by deleting the vertices of degree 1 adjacent to rr.
If each vertex has RED degree at least n- 1, then there is a RED C;,r. Therefore, we
can assume that there is a vertex u of degree at least N - n 11 in BLUE,Znd so the vertex
u has BLUE degree at least k and at least m- lnl2).
Let Y be a set of N - n - 1 vertices of ff1,' that are adjacent in BLUE to u and let
[/ be the remaining vertices distinct from o. Thus Lr has n vertices, and contains all of
the vertices that are not adjacent in BLUE to u. Note that a copy of the tree ?' can be
embedded in the BLUE graph induced by the vertices I/ u {u} with ra embedded on o, since
r(C>n,T') < N - n. Select an embedding for ?' into the BLUE graph of ffry that maps trl
onto tr, the core of ?' (except for o ) is contained in Y, and such that a maximum number
of vertices of.U are used. If iut many as ln/Z) f l vertices of (J arc used, we can complete
the embedding of T6in the BLUE graph. If not, then some vertex has at least [n/Zl RED
adjacencies in Lr. Repetition of_this-procedure lnl2l2 times will give a set V' ol lnl2l2
vertices ofI/, each with at least lnl2) RED adjacencies in Lr. Successively deleting veriices
of Lr that do not have RFD degree at least [n/21 relative to I/, and also deleting their
RED neighborhoods in l/' will result in a RED bipartite graph between a subset of Lr and
a subset ofy'such that each vertex has degree at lear;t lnlZl. This clearly yields a RED
C>r, and completes the proof of this case and Theorem 4. I

3. QUESTTONS.
The most interesting question related to the results of this paper is, of course, the
conjecture that r(7",7*) 4 n * m - 2. The special case of this conjecture r(Pr,?-) (
\+m- 2isof interest,however,itispossiblethattheprecisevalue of.r(Pn,Ta) couldbe
determined. The constructions in the introduction are possible values foi this number for
appropriate a and m. Additional examples will be needed when the tree has an exttemely
large star.
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